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ABSTRACT

The Department of National Defence and the National Research Council have
sponsored the development of HardSys/HardDraw, an expert system for the modelling
of electromagnetic interactions ir complex systems. This report gives a

description of HardSys/HardDraw and reviews the main concepts used in its design.
Various aspects of its implementation, user interaction and modelling concepts

are evaluated. Some deficiencies ate identifiii a:.d enhancements are proposed
to overcome them. Concepts of uncertainty are reviewed and an approach using
confidence factors and fuzzy arithmetic is developed. A new method relating both
the frequency and time domains is presented and iz applied for the calculEtion
of failure index and shielding effectiveness.

RtSUMt

Le d~partement de l.- d6fenne nationale et le centre national de recherche
ont d6velopp6 un systime expert pour pr6dire lea interactions 6lectromagn6tiques
dans des systAmes complexes. Ce rapport donne une description de ce systAme et

des concepts utilis6s. Plusieurs aspect de son impl6mentation, de son
interaction avec l'utilisateur at des modAles utilis~s sont dizcut6s. Czrtaines
d6ficiences sont identifi0es et plusieurs am6liorations sont propos6es. Le
concept d'incertitude eat pr6sent# et une approche lotilisant lea facteurs de
confiance et l'arithm6tique floue esat pr6sent6e. Une approche innovatrice pour
relier les domainea fr6quentiel et temporel eat pr6jant6e et eat appliqu6e pour
le calcui des indices de d6faillance ou des coefficients de blindage 6lectro-

magnatique.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of National Defence and the National Research Council have
sponsored the development of HardSys/HardDraw, an expert system for the modelling
of electromagnetic interactions in complex systems. It consists of two main
components: HardSys and HardDraw. HardSys is the advisor part of the expert
system. It is knowledge-based, that is it contains a database of models and
properties for various types of electromagnetic interactions. Problems are
defined by using the electromagnetic topology concept. HardSys takes into
account the characteristics of electromagnetic emissions, the shielding
effectiveness and the susceptibility of components to calculate the likelihood
of failure of the system. HardDraw is a powerful drawing tool used to create or
modify the electromagnetic topology of a problem and to create automatically the
associated flow graph.

This report gives an evaluation of HardSys/HardDraw. It analyses its
implementation, user interaction and modelling concepts. Some deficiencies are
identified and enhancements are proposed to overcome them. Some aspects of the
representation of the electromagnetic quantities are found to be inadequate and
an alternate representation is proposed.

Concepts of uncertainty and fuzzy arithmetic are reviewed and an approach
based on confidence factors and fuzzy arithmetic is developed.

A new method for relating the frequency domain with significant time domain
characteristics, such as peak value, rise time and duration, is presented. This
method is applied for the calculation of failure index and shielding effecti-
veness. It is also suitable for the calculation of the optimal additional
shielding required to protect components against upset or damage, based on
threshold criteria defined in terms of voltage, current, power, energy or
duration.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the design process of electronic systems, it is necessary to assess the
susceptibility (or vulnerability) of the electronics to natural and man-made
eiectromagnetic sources such as lightning, nuclear electromagnetic pulses (NEMP)
and high-power microwave from radars and directed-energy weapons; and to provide
added protection to the sensitive c-mponents if the system is to survive under
a given environment. To support this hardening process, the National Research
Council (NRC) and the Department of National Defence have sponsored the
development of HardSys/HardDraw. a tool for the modelling of electromagnetic
interactions in a system. HardSys/HardDraw has been designed to use expert

sy3tem techniques to help the design engineer to adequately harden electronic
systems against electromagnetic threats.

This report first gives a description of HardSys/HardDraw and reviews the
main concepts used in its design. It then summarizes our evaluation of the
system. Various aspects of its implementation, user interaction and modelling
concepts are discussed. Finally, enhancements re proposed to address
deficiencies and shortcomings of the algorithms or models used by the system.
Most of these enhancements are already at some stage of development.

1.1 DESCRIPTION

A comprehensive description of HardSys/HardDraw is found in the final
report (1) and a good sunmary is found in [2]. It is not the intent to repeat
herein this description, but a brief summary will be given, particularly on
aspects which will be further developed in this report.

HardSys/HardDraw iL an expert system for the modelling of electromagnetic
interactions in a system. It consists (from the user point of view) of two main
components: HardSys and HardDraw. HardSys is the advisor part of the expert
system. It is knowledge-based, that is it contains a database of models and
properties for various types of electromagnetic interactions. Problems are
defined by using the electromagnetic topology concept (Section 1.1.1). HardSys
takes into account the characteristics of electromagnetic emissions, the
shielding effectiveness and the susceptibility of components to calculate the
likelihood of failure of the system. HardDraw is a powerful drawing tool used
to create or modify the electromagnetic topology of a problem and to create
automatically the associated flow graph. HardDraw also implements all the
functions related to user interaction.



1.1.1 Electromagnetic Topology

The problem of predicting the response of a ccmplicated system to incident

electromagnetic fields has been the subject of considerable study. but it is

still impossible (except for the simplest cases) to perform a rigorous analysis

of the system. It is therefore desirable to divide a problem into smaller

subproblems (divide and conquer approach) to obtain a reasonable estimate of the

solution. fo solve this problem, the concept of eleatromagnetic topology was

developed and studied by a number of authors (7]-[11]. With this concept, a

system is decomposed into a set of volumes or surfaces which are interconnected

to describe the propagation of the electromagnetic energy. The resulting

topological diagram can be solved with graph theory to obtain a solution for

every node. The surface-based approach described in [9] models a system in terms

of surfaces (nodes), such as the inside and the outside of a body, which are

separated by volumes, in this case, the air or the metal within a physical

shield. The nodes are interconnected by branches representing the propagation

between the two surfaces on either side of a volume (diffusion through a shield.

propagation through apertures, etc.) or between two surfaces separated by air

(electromagnetic radiation, cable connections, etc.). The volume-based approach

used by HardSys treats the volumes as the primary objects (nodes). inter-

connected with branches representing the transfer function from one volume to

another. Each branch has an additional node representing the surface which it

penetrates (forming a bipartite graph as described in [1]). Both approaches can

adequately model electromagnetic problems, although the volume-based definition

is more intuitive and suitable to implemer.c into a topology drawing tool such as

HaxdDraw, while the surface-based definition gives a little more flexibility when

specifying connectivity. For instance, with the volume-based model, the

propagation of an ambient field in volume V0 into a shielded enclosure V1 , is

represented by a single branch which has to take into account the propagation

through the air medium as well as the penetration characteristics of the shield.

By comparison, the surface-based model represents V, Ly the surface So at a given

distance or infinity and V, by its outside and inside surfaces S1 and Sz,

allowing propagation and penetration to be described separp.tely as S0o and SIZ

brenches connecting the three nodes. Figure 1 shows the topological

representation of a simple system (a display monitor) and the flow graph

associated with some of its components.

1.1.2 Electromagnetic Attributes

Having translated a problem into its equivalent topology, it is then

necessary to assign some electromagnetic properties (or attributes) to each

component (nodes) in the topology, as well as to define the coupling paths
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Figure 1. Electromagnetic topology of a simple system and its associated graph.
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between the components (the branches of the graph).

Although. in theory, the electromagnetic attributes can be specified in

either time or frequency domain, in many instances, only the frequency domain

characterization is available (from calculation, measurements or manufacturer

data). Furthermore, the response of a system is far easier to obtain in

frequency domain, which is simply obtained from thn product of the transforms as

stated by the Fourier trinsform theory:

Y(w) - H(w) -X(w) (1)

while the equivalent solution in time domain involves a convolution.

For these reasons, all electromagnetic attributes (fields, susceptibilities

and paths) are implemented into HardSys in frequency domain only.

HardSys defines three electromagnetic attributes used to describe a

problem: the ambient f5ela (AF). the shielding effectiveness (SE) and the system

susceptibility (SS). These three attributes are use to compute a fourth one, the

failure index, FI (also called the probability of failure, PF, in [4]). All the

attributes are specified over quantized frequency ranges. Note that the

different attributes need not to be specified over the same frequency ranges.

However, when combined to calculate the failure index, a frequency normalization

procedure takes place to convert all attributes to what is called the global

frequency range. Of course, the selection of the global frequency range will

have an effoct on the solution.

Each node in the electromagnetic topology may be associated with one or

more electromagnetic sources. These sources (refGrred to as the ambient fi Id,

or AF) can be expressed in terms of either field quantities (for field nodes) or

circuit quantities (circuit nodes). Fields values are expressed in terms of

electric field (V/m) magnetic field (A/m) or power density (W/mZ). while values

at circuit nodes are in terms of voltage (V), current (A) or power (W)'. The

ambient fields are quantized into five qualit&tive levels (in addition t- nil and

unknown) as shown in Table 1 below.

It is very important r- note that the Fourier -..ransform adds /Hz (or -sec)

to the units of the frequency domain iepresentation of the ambient field. Note

also that each range covers 40 dB or 2 decades, which is a rat).er large coverage.

1 Unless otherwise noted, fields will be given thorough this report in terms

of electric field (V/m) or voltage (V), but could be specified in other
units as well.

4



Discrete Range for field nodes Range for cirsuit
level nodes

extreme PD > 84 dBm/m 2 /Hz P > 84 dBm/liz
E > 10 kV/m/Hz V > 3.5 kv/Hz

high PD is 44 to 84 dBm/m 2/Hz P is 44 to 84 dBm/Hz
E is 0.1 to 10 kV/m/Hz V is 35 to 3500 V/Hz

Smedium PD is 4 to 44 dBm/m 2 /Hz P is 4 tc 44 dBm/Hz
E is 1 to 100 V/m/Hz V is 0.35 to 35 V/Hz

low PD is -36 to 4 dLm/m 2/Hz P is -36 to 4 dBm/Hz
E is 0.01 to 1 V/m/Hz V is 3.5 to 350 mV/Hz

very low PD < -36 dIm/n 2/Hz P < -36 d~m/Hz
E < 10 mV/m/Hz V < 3.5 mV/Hz

nil no ambient field no ambient field

Table 1. Definition of discrete ambient field levels

The shielding effectiveness (AE) attributes are the branches connecting the

nodes of the topological graph. It is a measure of the attenuation that the

ambient field will be subjected when propagated from one node to another. Four
types of interactions can be defined whether we have field nodes or circuit

nodes. A field-field interaction is used to model the shielding properties of

enclosures (attenuation provided by the enclosure itself as well as the

imperfections of the shield, such as apertureri, gaskets, etc.). A circuit-

circuit interaction is typical of cable connections between circuit nodes,

filters, etc. The field-circuit Interaction represants the coupling of electro-
magnetic fields into elements such as antennas, printed circuit boards (PCB's),
etc. Finally, the circuit-field interaction is emission of electromagnetic

fields from circuit nodes, typically from traces on a PCB. The discrete levels

defined for the shielding effectiveness are shown in Table 2 below.

The syste-I susceptibility (SS) is defined as the level of ambient field
which will cause upset or damage of a component (circuit node). As with the

ambient field, the system susceptibility is defined in the frequency domain in
terms of a few quantized levels as shown in Table 3 below. These levels

represent power (W/Hz) or power density (W/m2 /Hz) which will cause the upset or

damage.

Finally, an assessment of the system vulnerability is done by computing the

failure index (FI) of every susceptible nodes. As mentioned before, all of the

attributes of every node and path are normalized to the global frequency range.

This process basically takes the worst case of each attribute for each of the

5



Discrete level Range for SS

excellunt SE > 100 dB

good SE is 80 t, 100 dB

fair SE is 60 to 80 dB

not good SE ij 40 to 60 dB

poor SE < 40 dB

nil no shielding

"Table 2. Definition of discrete shielding effectiveness levels

Discrete level Range for field nodes Range for circuit nodes

nil not susceptible not susceptible

very low SS > 84 dBr./m 2/Hz SS > 84 dBrm/Hz

low SS is 44 to 84 dBm/m 2 /Hz SS is 44 to 84 dBm/Hz

medium SS is 4 to 44 d.Bm/m 2 /Hz SS is 4 to 44 dBm/IIz

high SS is -36 to 4 dBm./mz/Hz SS is -36 to 4 dBm/Hz

extreme SS < -36 d~m/m 2 /Hz SS < -36 dBn,/Hz

Table 3. Definition of discrete system susceptibility levels

global frequency ranges, that is the highest field, the lowest shielding, the

highest suscaptibility or the worst coupling path. For the purpose of the

calculation, all attributes levels are translated into small numbcrs. At every

node, the total ambient field, denoted EAF, is calculated by taking the worst of

every AF, and for every branch, the total shielding, denoted ESE, is calculated
by taking the weakest of all SE. The propagated ambient field, pAF, is
calculated by subtracting the shielding effectiveness from the ambient field, is.

pAF - EAF-ESE. The system will be susceptible if the WAF exceeds the tolerance

of the most susceptible component of any given node, hence the failure index is

defined as FI - pAF-SS.
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1.2 :MPLEMENTATION

The version of HardSys/HardDraw evaluated in this report is the first
version developed by NRCI. It was installed at DREO in the 1"' quarter of 1992
on a SUN SPARCbtation 2TH.

As pointed out before, the implementation consists of two main components:
HardSys and HardDraw. HardDt~w runs under three existing tools: NeWSTm,
HyperNeWS release 1.4 (which now incorporates GoodNeWS) and Quintus Prolog

Lelease 3.1.1. NeWS (Network extensible Windowing System), undeL which
OpenWindows 2.0 also runs, provides the standard graphics primitives on the SUN
workstation. HyperNeWS/GoodNeWS is a NeWS-based interface providing objets such
as buttonr or sliders, as well as a drawing tool, terminal emulation. etc.
HyperNeWS/GoodNeWS has been developed at the Turing Institute in Scotland. a non-

profit organisation involved in research in artificial intelligence. It 1.s

mostly written in PostScript. HardSys, the expert system part. is written
entirely in Prolog (Ref. (121). An object-oriented programming environment,
taken from (13], is also included.

1 This version it referred to as versior I. Versions 2 and 3 are currently
being developed at NRC and University of Western Ontario tc incorporate
some of the changes proposed in (5].
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2.0 EVALUATION OF HARDSYS/HARDDRAW

This chapter summarizes our evaluation of HardSys/HardDraw. Comments on
the implembrtation and on the user inceractions are gLven, but most of the
discussion will be on the algorithms used in HardSys.

2.1 IMPLEMENTATION

As mcntioned in the previous chapter, HardSys (and some portion of
HardDraw) are implemented in Prolog. This was a very good choice: this language
is ideal for building expert systems and the version chosen (from Quintus) is
very mature with very good support and is available for different platforms (DOS,
UNIX, VMS, etc.).

HardDraw, on the other hand, is mostly written in PostScript and runs under
HyperNeWS. The deaigners of HyperNeWS at the Turing Institute probably had good
reasons to choose PostScript as their main programming language. Unfortunately,
PostScript is a rather unusual language to learn and use. Routines written in
PostScript are hard to read and thus prone to programming errors. To illustrate
this, one of the HardDraw routines is shown in Figure 2. Even the designers of
NeWS (under which HyperNeWS runs) at SUN strongly discourage the use of
PostScript for programming. Unless a very strong expertise in PostScript exists
in-house, any modification or impvovement to HardDraw will be difficult to code.

Although HyperNeWS provides a complete windowing environment (multiple
windows, buttons, sliders, etc.), it is based on a non-commercial product and
this raises two issues. First, compatibility problems are likely to appear when
the operating system or the windowing environment are updated. For instance,
since the installation of this version of HardSys/HardDraw few months ago, the
SUN operating system has gone through a major overhaul with the release of the
new operating system SolarisTH and also, the version 3 has replaced OpenWindow 2.
It is already known that the current release of HyperNeWS will not work with
OpenWindow 3. The Turing Institute is an academic organizat..on and keeping
HyperNeWS up-to-date may not be their top priority Second, the windowing system
implemrnted by HyperNeWS is not standard; it has been developed by the Turing
Institute for their own needs, although they are willing to share their resulvs.
As a consequence, HyperNeW3 is limited to SVN workstation platforms with the NeWS
(PostScript) windowing environment and this seriously limits future
implementation of Ha:dSys/HardDraw on other platforms such as PC's. A better
choice of windowing environment would have been based on the Motif standard

9



/ok to 0 ou ( % --
-1 -aiotubegin

/good group true def
0 1 c-omponent members length 1 sub (

dup component members exch get begin selected {
group (/g~od group false store) if

component members length 1 sub (
component members exch get begin
selected T"

x y w h end x y w h RectlnRect not {
Sif/good-group false store

H

x y w h end x ir w h rectsoverlap
)f/good group false store

ifelse
I for
end exit

end po•) ifelse
I for

de ood group end

Figure 2. Sample HardDraw routine in PostScript.

deveioped at the Open Software Foundation (OSF)I. Motif is based on the
X Window specification. Both Notif and X Window are already implemented on a
variety of platforms such as UNIX, VMS, IBM, etc. In addition, support of both
X Window and Motif is implemented in the Quintus Prolog.

Nonetheless, HardDraw is a majo!, piece of work, especially the portion of
the code which implements the topo, .gical drawing tool and the construction of
the associated flow graph.

2.2 USER INTERACTION

All functions related to user interaction are performed by HardDraw. Most
user inputs are done with the use of a mouse (click on buttons, pop-in menus,
etc.). These functions are generally well designed, but as mentioned in the
previous section, their implementation in PostScript makes it difficult to
customize or to create new functions.

1 The Open software Foundation (OSF) is an organisation of leaders in the

computer industry, promoting standardisation of software.

10



'his version of HardSys/HardDraw lacks any hardcopy capability. This is

surprisin&, specially zonsidering thA fact that HardDraw is written mostly in

PostScript and that it should not be too difficult to add support for PostScript

printers. The only alternative for now is to use the snapshot feature of

OpenWindow to save a bitmap of a portion of the screen, but this gives copies of

poor quality.

This version of HardSys/HardDraw also lacks any plotting capability. This

feature would be most useful to look at the database or the results of HardSys

(ambient field, susceptibility, shielding effectiveness and failure index).

2.3 MODELLING ASPECTS OF HARDSYS

This section gives comments on algorithms and models used in HardSys,

basically Chapters 4 and 5 of the final report [1]. Most of these comments

result in possible enhancements to HardSys discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.1 Discussions on Discrete Levels for Electromagnetic Quantities

As described in the previous chapter, HardSys defines the ambient field and

system susceptibility by using only a few discrete levels and assigning

qualitative words to them (exerrme, high, medium, low and very low, nil and

unknown). These represent 40 dB intervals. Such wide intervals, will introduce

errors of that order when specifying fields or susceptibilities and may produce

errors in excess of 40 dB when used in expressions to calculate the 3hielding

effectiveness or the failure index. An underest!mation of the propsr shielding

by 40 OB may very well result in a system failure under a given threat, while an

overestimation by 40 dB may prove to be very costly, such as in the case of

adding extra shielding on an airborne platform.

It is customary when calculating the required shielding or protection to

allow for a design margin. White (15] suggests a 20 dB default margin, although

margins as low as 10 dB and as high as 30 dB are also commonly used, hut may

result in underdesign or overdesign. Such a design margin has little meaning

when compared with the error inherent with the quantization into wide intervals.

One could define more levels, lets say 5 dB intervals, but naming them

becomes useless (you would need three more qualitative terms between medium-high

and high). The alternative is to provide a library of models which would be used

to generate the ambient field functions (which may or may not be quantized).

Although increasing the number of levels improves the definition of the flat

11



portion of the spectrum (0 dB/docade slope), other parts of the curve are still

coarsely approximated (staircase approximation) and it will be shown later that

important information can be obtained, particularly in the -20 dB/decads section.

2.3.2 Discussion on Failure Index Calculation

One apparent advantage of using w!de intervals and thus using very few

discrete levels, is that an ambient field may be described based on intuition.

However, it is not obvious how to estimate a fiold in the frequency domain (given

in V/m/Hz for instance) from its time domain characteristics (given in V/m). For

instance, Section 4.2.2 of the final report [1] describes a double exponential

model that is suitable to represent both lightning and nuclear EMP. The peak

field is 50 kV/m for both the lightning (at 0.1 km) and nuclear EMP. The

frequency spectrum for both fields is shown in Figure 3. along with a scale of
the discret2 level definitions (Figure 17 of [1], reproduced in Table 1).

Therefore, a lightning EMP would be represented as:

f < 10 kHz Medium
10 kHz - 400 kHz - Low
400 kHz - 6 MHz Very low

> 6 MHz -. nil

and similarly, a nuclear EMP would be represented as:

f < 500 kHz ý Low
500 kHz - 70 MHz - Very low

> 70 Mhz -* nil

which suggests that a nuclear EMP is a relatively low threat, while it is well
recognized to be a very serious threat.

In general, the time scaling property of the Fourier transform (Section 1.4
of Ref. [16]):

V(at) 1 G(f/a) (2)

states that, for a given waveform, the magnitude of its spectrum is proportional
to its duration. Consequently, the magnitude of the spectrum (in terms of V/Hz,
V/m/Hz, etc.) cannot be compared directly against a threshold for upset or
damage, usually given in terms of voltage, current, power or energy, and
sometimes also as a function of the duration (see Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 fur a

12
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Figure 3. Frequency spectrum of lightning and nuclear EMP.
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detailed discussion about thresholds). To take another example, consider the

case of square pulses of 1 V amplitude and 1 asec. 1 sec and 1 hour duration.

Their spectrum1 would have a maximum of 1 iV/Hz, 1 V/Hz and 3.6 kVy/z

respectively, corresponding to nil, medium and extreme levels, as defined in

Table 1. All these signals may cause upset in digital logic integrated circuits.

However, the algorithms described in Ref. (1]2, which is based 3olely on V/Hz

curves, yields a likelihood of failure of nil, high and extreme respectively.

To further illustrate this problem. Figure 4 shows the spectrum of several

waveforms (double exponential waveforms (curves 1 & 2), damped sine waves (3 &

4), gated sine waves (5 & 6) and a CW carrier (7)) which all have the same peak

amplitude. This clearly indicates that a better formulation of the problem is

necessary. Part of the problem lies in that the specifications for ambient field

or susceptibility levels are rarely given in V/m/Hz or V/Hz (as HardSys defines

ambient fields) but are usually expressed in terms of voltage, power, energy.

duration, etc. A method for extracting relevant parameters such as peak value,

cise time, duration, total energy, directly from the Fourier transform will be

presented in the next chapter.

2.3.3 Discussion on Frequency Normalization

As described previously, all electromagnetic attributes (AF, SS and SE) are

defined in the frequency domain over a set of discrete frequency ranges, which

need not to be the same for all attributes. The failure index calculations

developed in Chapter 3 of the final report [1] assume that all attributes have

been normalized to a common range called the globJ frequency range. This

process basically takes the worst case of all the ranges of the attribute which

overlap each of the global frequency ranges. This is illustrated in Figure 5(a),

which represents the addition of two ambient fields. It is obvious that a proper

global range must be selected, otherwise strong levels will spread cver a much

wider frequency range, yielding to an overestimation of the fields (this is shown

in the figure, where a 400 kHz bandwidth signal propagates thorough the whole

0.1-10 MHz band). Of course, a finer frequency range could be used, this has to

be done manually by looking at each attribute obtained from the characteristics

database. But the main purpose of such database is to hide from the system

designer the details of the modelL to concentrate on system modelling; thus it

would be preferable that the global frequency range be calculated automatically.

The magnitude of the spectrum -f a square pulse is Vp-T. Isinc(f.T)I
(Ref. [16]).

The details of these calculations arn not shown here and can be found in

Chapter 5 and Figures 25, 37, 40 and 41 of the final report [1].

14
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Another way to circumvent this problem is to define operators which work on

attributes of different frequency ranges and thus, do not require a global

frequency range. Such an algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5(b), which shows
that the frequency range is automatically refined to obtain the solution.

2.3.4 Discussion on Database Representation.

HardSys/HardDraw stores in a database all the electromagnetic attributes
(ambient field, system susceptibility and shielding effectiveness), along with
the global frequency ranges. The definitions stored in the database are static:
an attribute of a given type (AF, SS or SE) and a given name (type and subtype)
is stored as a static list of frequency ranges and of qualitative strength (low,
medium, high. etc.). This representation is easy to implement; HardDraw
includes an editor to create and delete' attributes. However, this static
representation is not very flexible and in many cases, a dynamic representation
woul be dr.sirable. For instance, consider the following cases:

0 A simple molel may be available to calculate the attributes based on user-
supplied pawameters (such as length, dimensions. etc.). For instance, in
a static database, it would be necessary to create a shielding effective-

ness entry for each of various length (1m, 2ta, 5m, Oim, etc.) %nd for each
of the cable types; and if a particular entry is not present, it would
have to be created by the end-user, who may not be expert in electro-
magnetic interactions.

P An ambient field may be defined with some of its parameters taking any
values within a given range. For instance, an HPM threat can be defined
as a very narrowband signal of a given amplitude (15 kV/m) and duration

(1 psec) with a carrier frequency anywhere in the band 500 MHz to 50 GHz.
To represent that threat as the envelope of all possible spectrums is
unrealistic as this would overestimate the total encrgy of the signial by
several orders of magnitude (the Rayleigh's energy theorem in [16] shows
that the total energy is proportional to the bandwidth). It would be
better to have the threat walked through the band to identify potential
susceptibilities.

a If no data or model is available for an attribute, it should be possible
to extrapolate the data from another similar model. For instance, if the
attributes of a 5 m monopole antenna are not known, the data for a 15 m

Unfortunately, it is not possible to edit an existing attribute with the
current version of HardSys.
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Figure 5. Global frequency range and parallel addition.
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antenna found in the database could be extrapolated.

" It is also possible to estimate some attributes based on attributes of

similar components. For instance, the data stored on the 74xx logic

family should be used to estimate the attributes of the 74LSxx family if
no data is present.

" Often. siodels are based on some approximation of the real world and thus
are valid only over a limited range (ie. one is good at low frequencies,
another at high frequencies, etc.). It is therefore possible (and
necessary) to specify seveLal models for the same attribute.

HardSys already supports many of the dynamic representations cited above.
For instance, there is one dynamic model available in HardSys: the aperture of
a shielded enclosure, where the SE attributes are calculated from the dimensions
of the aperture. The disadvantages of dynamic rerresentations are that the

models need to be hard-coded and thus, some knowledge of Prolog is required.
HardSys hard-codes the aperture model within its own code, but Prolog ha. already
the capability to dynamically load and reload source or compileA modules.

It should also be obvious that as multiple solutions may exist (ie. for a
given component, several different models may give different attributes), a

mechanism to rate them is necAssary. This may be in the form of a confidence
factor associated with the attributes.

This version of Hardays includes codes taken from [13) t3 implement object-

oriented programming in Prolog. The basic idea of object-oriented programming

is that the information is represented in terWs of objects. The ma~n
characteristics of an object is that it binds together the definition of a data

structure with some procedures. Procedures (also called methods) are activated
by sending message: to the object. Objects are also instances of a class. The

class defines the properties of all objects in that class. Classes themselves

are organized into a hierarchy making it possible for objects of one class to

inherit properties of a parent class. This inheritance concept is fundamental

for object-oriented programming.

Currently, HardSys uses the object-oriented tools above only to manage its

database. It does not define any hierarchy of object, (no class of objects are

defined) and thus does not use inheritance to propagate attributes. This
inheritance mechanism could be used to implement some of the dynamic

representations discussed above.
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2.3.5 Discussion on Time Domain Representation

As mentioned before, HardSys defines a problem in frequency domain only.

Although this is the best approach, it has a serious limitation: only linear

problems can be modelled. In hardening against electromagnetic threats, non-

linear devices such as spark-gaps, varistors and Zener diodes are frequently

used. The current version of HardSys has no support of non-linear devices and

therefore, it is not possible to study a whole system which includes non-linear

elements.
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3.0 ENHANCEMENTS TO RARDSYS

This chapter presents several possible enhancements to HardSys, mostly to

address the inadequacies of the models and algorithms discussed in Section 2.3.

Most of these enhancements are already at various stages of development or

implementation at DREO. However, none of these enhancements have been included
in HardDraw (see Section 2.1).

Some enhancements have already been proposed by NRC in Ref. [5]. mainly to
include fuzzy arithmetic concepts. NRC has developed a new version of HardSys
(version 2) which includes these concepts. However. all the enhancements

proposed in this chapter are based on the first version of HardSys/HardDraw.

A completely new definition of the electromagnetic attributes is
introduced, along with a set of simple rules to propagate them. A method for
relating the frequency domain spectrum with significant time domain -arameters

such as peak value, rise time and duration is presented. A new approach to

calculate the required shielding or protection, based on thresholds defined in

time domain (is. in terms of peak value, power, energy and/or duration), is

described. Uncertainty concepts (fuzzy arizhmetic and confidence faczors) are

reviewed and applied.

3.1 ELECTF'MA(WETIC ATTRIBUTES REPRESENTATION

It was shown tnat, in order to realistically solve a problem with a 10 to
20 dB error margin, the quantization interval needs to be smaller than 5 dB. and
that with such small intervals, the definition of qualitative representi -ion

becomes problematic.

A new definition similar to the Bode plot representation of a transfer
function was implement!ed. On a Bode plot, the magnitude of a transfer function
is easily obtained by locatiiog the poles and zeros on the frequency axis: at

every single pole, the slope of the curve is decreased by 20 dB/decade, and at
evcry zero, it is ircreased by 20 dB/decade. The new definition consists of a
list of tha frequcncies (correfponding to the lo-ation of poles arid zeros) and

the associated attribute value, given in dB. Interpolation can then be performed
to obtained intermediate values. For instance, the nuclear EMP field shown in

Figure 3 can be represonted as 1 :

All frcquencies must be specified in Hz, but are shown in MHz thorough

this document frr clarity.
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[ (0,-37.7) , (0.64.-37.7) , (76,-79.2) . (300,-103.) ]

which has a maximum error of 3 dB near the poles (generally, the errur of the
order of the pole or zero: 3 dB at single poles or zeros, 6 d.B at double poles
zeros, etc.). Since a model is available to describe the attribute, more
frequencies can be generated to obtain a more accurate model (better than 1 dB):

[ (0,-37.7) , (0.32,-38.7) , (0.64,-40.7) , (1.3,-44.7)
(38,-74.2) , (76,-82.2) , (150,-92.2) , (300,-103.)

This representation of electromagnetic attributes has its advantages.
There is no error associated with quantization and all parts of the curve are
accurately represented: not just the flat portion. Figure 6 below shows the
simple program which generated the transfer function of a nuclear EMP shown
zbove.

source (emp, Params .TF).oueepaaT)emp(Params~fc,(Fcl. Fc2)),
Fc2b is 2*Fc2,

emp(Params.mag&dB (0,EO)), emp(Params,mag.dD,(FclEl)).

emp(Params,magdBMFc2,E2)), emp(Params,ma _,(Fc2b,E2b)),

TF [ (O.EO;), (Fcl.El:l). (Fc2.E2;I). (Fc2b,E2b:0.8) ].

emp((AlphaBeta,AV).mag.dB,(F,MAG))
pi(2*F.W), S-(0,W).
AG is dB AV * (1/(Alpha+S) - 1/(Beta+S)).

emp((Alpha,Beta ),cFcl,Fc2))
e2 is Alpha76.2832, Fc2 is Beta/6.2032.

Figuro 6. Simple models to generate the transfer function of a
double exponential waveform.

Appendix A snows (in part) the Prolog implementhtion of this
representation. The electromagnetic attributes (referred to as transfer
functions in the program) are represented as a list where earh element specifies
a frequency (f) and a value in dB (v), and may but additionally include the
logirithm of the frequency (for optitaisarion purpose) and a confidence factor'.
For simplicity and compactness, the following notation is used to specify each
element:

(f[/log(f)j'v[;cf])

1 Confiden=e factors will be discussed in later sections.
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where cf is the confidence factor which defaults to 1 and ] ] denotes optional

parameters. Note that the use of parentheses is required. The examples below

show valid notation for the same specification:

(1000.63) (1000/3,63) (1000.63:1) (1000/3,63;1)

The predicate (Prolog statement) tfevaluate performs interpolation on a

transfer function for a given frequency. An extrapolation is performed if the

frequency is outside the range of the transfer function. The predicate

tf-propagate propagates the electromagnetic attributes. Basically, it takes two

transfer functions as inputs and calls an external functionI (intrinsic or user-

defined) which computes the value of each element of a new transfer function.

For instance, to take the approach of HardSys which returns the worst case,

calling tf-evt.luate with the external function max (return the maximum of two

numbers) would be similar to the parallel addition algorithm (addition of ambient

fields) defined 1.n Section 4.2.3 of the final report (1], and similarly, calling

tf_evaluate with the external function min (return the minimum of two numbers)

would calculate the worst case shielding path. Propagating an ambient field

through a shield is simply done by subtraction. The following example 2 adds two

ambient fields together (an EMP waveform and a narrowband signal around

14-16 MHz), taking the worst case:

TFl- [ (0,-37) , (0.64.-37) , (76,-79) , (300,-103) ],
TF2- [ (12,-60) , (14,-30) . (16,-30) , (18,-60) j,

tf-propagate(TFlTF2,TFR.(max,_)).

TFR- [ (0,-37) , (0.64,-37) , (12,-48) , (14,-30) , (16,-30) . (18,-55)

(76,-79) . (300,-105)

where it should be noted that tf-propagate automatically expands the transfer

functions to cover all the frequency ranges. Therefore, the use of a global

frequency range is not necessary, although it could be used for quick

calculations.

Another approach to add ambient fields and shields in parallel is to

convert the values ii, dB back to numbers, perform tihe operation and then convert

the result to dB. The obvious drawback of this a.etlod is that the logarithm and

power.of functions have to be evaluated repeate.iy. Figure 7 below shows an

There are actually two external functions supplied: one which computes
the value (in dB), and one which computes the new confidence factor.

The confidence factor is not shown here (CF-i assumed). The unspecified

argument of tf_prnpagate must be specified but is not shown here.
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implementation of two predicates, dB.add and dB.parallel, which are used to add

in parallel two ambient fields and two shielding effectiveness respectively.

This piecewise approximation has a maximum error of 0.6 dB, which is quite

acceptable.

dBmul(X,Y,Z) Z 'is X+Y. % Multiply
dB_div(X,YZ) Z is X-Y. % Divide

dBadd(X,Y,Z) % Add 2 dB numbers
( X>Y -> Xl-X,X2-Y ; Xl-Y,X2-X ),
T is X±-X2,
( T>-20 -> Z-Xl ; Z is 0.7*T+6+X2 ).

dB parallel(X,Y,Z) % Add 2 dB numbers
( X>Y -> Xl-X,X2-Y ; Xl-Y,X2-X ), % in parallel
T is Xl-X2.
( T>-20 -> Z-X2 ; Z is Xl-(0.7*T+6) ).

Figure 7. Definition of operators for dB values.

3.2 UNCERTAINTY AND FUZZY ARITHOMETIC CONCEPTS

Expert systems must be able to draw conclusions based on available
information. However, in most cases that information is usually not exact or

more than one solution can be obtained. The system must deal with this
uncertainty appropriately. Two approaches will be discussed: the confidence
factor and the fuzzy arithmetic.

3.2.1 Confidence Factors

The confidence factor Is a measure of the relative strength of a quantity.
It is usually a number between 0 and 11 where a value of 1 represents certainty.
In Prolog terms, the confidence factor can be applied to the antecedents (or
arguments), to a rule and to the conclusion (or the result). Various approaches

have been used to combine the various confidence factors to calculate the
confidence factor of the solution.

The simplest method is to take the minimum confidence factor of all the
antecedents and to multiply it with the confidence factor assigned to the rule.

A range between -1 and 1 is also commonly used, where negative confidence
represent the likelihood that a conclusion is NOT true.
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For multiple conclusions, the maximum confidence factor of all the conclusions

is taken. This method favours the strongest rule and the weakest conclusion.

.,nother method, based on Bayesian probability uses the confidence factor

to represent a percentage of accuracy rather than relative strength. The

confidence factor of a conclusion is obtained by taking the product of -.he

confidence factors of all antecedents, multiplied with the confidence factor of

the rule. The confidence factor of multiple conclusions is accumulated as

ZCF - ECF + CF.(l-ZCF).

It is not always clear which of the methods is the best suited for a given

application, and although the actual value of the confidence factors may not be

accurate, is has been shown that the ranking of the conclusions is accurate.

A problem encountered with the methods above is that a solution will be

given a low confidence factor if one of its antecedents is imprecise, even if it

is actually a negligible quantity. Consider for instance adding the two numbers

1000 and 5, which have a confidence factor of 0.95 and 0.6 respectively. The two

methods above would give the answer 1005 and a confidence factor of 0.6 and 0.57

respectively, but a value of 0.94 would be a closer estimation.

A better method would be to have the confidence factor represent a measure

of the accuracy and to write a rule to calculate the confidence factor for each

operator (addition, substraction, etc.). For instance, the confidence factor

could be a measure cf the error in dB where the values of 1i .9, .8, ..... 1, 0

would represent an error of 0, 6, 12. 54 and <60 dB respectively. Appendix B

shows a Prolog implementation of confidence factor arithmetic. Quantities are

specified with the notation (v;cf) where cf is the confiden•. factor. Note that

the use of parentheses is required. but may be omitted if the confidence factor

is not specified (cf-l is assumed). Addition, multiplication and division

operators and their decibel counterparts are defined. Parallel addition of

decibel quantities is also implemented. Operators with decibel quantities are

based on approximation for efficiency. Confidence factors arithmetic can also

be used with transfer functions (as defined in Section 3.1). For instance,

adding two transfer functions is simply done as:

tf-propagate(TFI,TF2,TFR,(cf,+@)).

where +@ represents the addition of decibel quantities, but could also be *@, /@,

+//@ for multiplication, division and parallel addition of decibel quantities

respectively. The following definition and statement can be used to return the

best (in each frequency range) of two transfer functions:
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t f_best((FVl;CFl),(FV2;CF2),(FV3;CF3)) ) -

CF1 >- CF2 -> FV3-FVI, CF3-CFl ; FV3-FV2, CF3-CF2.

tff_propagate(TFl,TF2,TFRtff_best).

2.2.2 Fuzzy Arithmetic

The concept of fuzzy arithmetic was first introduced in 1965 and has been

svbJec. to considerable research and applications in the past decade. Fuzzy

a•ithmetic can be considered as an extension of the concept of the interval of

Qonfidence. It should not be confused with fuzzy logic which is a definition of

boolean operations on fuzzy sets. ie. sets that allows its members to have

different grades membership (or partial membership). A good introduction to

fuzzy ai.ithmetic can be found in (19].

A fuzzy number A (or fuzzy subset) can be defined by its membership

furction (or level of presumption) pA(X). Contrary to conventional set theory

where R&A(x) may only take the values 0 and 1, ie. an element either belong to,

or does not oelong to A, this Zunction may take any value in the range (0,1].

The pA(X) function is said to be normalised when its maximum value is 1. The

interval of confidence for a given level of presumption a is ncted

A - [Al) Aý4)] and .ts relation to the level of presumption is shown on

Figuý.e 8 (a). The function pA(X) of a fuzzy numzn-- A can be of any shape and

except for few very simple cases and only for few operators, its shape is

generally not preserved. For this reason, and to have an efficient computer

implementation, a simple OA(X) function is usually chosen, which can be then

defined by using only few parameters. One such definitions often used is the

trapezo:dal fuzzy number, as shown on Figure 8 (b), where the fuzzy number A

(nornal ij.-d) can be fully described as (aj,a2,a 3 ,a.).

The addition of fuzzy numbers is done by adding the two intervals of

confide'tce, b-t 1evel by level. This can be written as ((191):

-• (3)
= ;),a~ (4, [(a),aj

where (+) revLq;s the fuzzy operator. It can be proven that the addition of

two trapez.Adal .%azzy numbers results also in a trapezoidal fuzzy number, as

illustrated on FiMure 9 (--.). Similarly, the subtraction of two trapezoidal fuzzy

numbers yIAld. to a trapezoidal fuzzy number. Thus, for fuzzy addition (and
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Figure 8. Definition of fuzzy numbers.
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subtraction), we can write:

A (.) B -(a.a 2,.a 3 ,a 4 ) (÷) (bl,b 2 ,b 3 .b,) (4)

= (a+bj. az2 b2 , a3 b3 ,a4+b,)

Fuzzy multiplication and division are defined by a relation similar to
Equation (3) above. What is most important to note is that multiplication or
division of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers does not yield a trapezoidal fuzzy number,
as illustrated in Figure 9 (b)'. In this case, the sloped portions of the curve
(segments [c1,c21 and Ic 3 ,c,]) are actually square root functions, which get more

complicated if this result is further used in subsequent fuzzy operations.
However, as the curvature of sloped portions is not pronounced, it is legitimate

to approximate it as a trapezoidal fuzzy number and describe it using the
(c 1 ,c 2 ,c 3 ,c,) notation, and use the relation:

A (o) B -(a,,a2 ,a 3,a,) (-) (bl.b 2 .b 3,b,) (5)

a (al-b1 ,a. 2 b2 a 3,b 3 Iab4)

Several techniques also exist to convert a fuzzy number into a crisp number
(defuzzification). One of these techniques uses the center of gravity of the
area under the ILA(x) curve, also called the centroid. to calculate the center
of the interval of confidence. It is also possible to force a bias toward under-

or over-estimation.

Appendix C shows a Prolog implementation of fuzzy arithmetic, using the
same infix notation used for regular mathematical expressions. A formulation
similar to Equations (4) and (5) is extended for others monadic operators such

as sqrt(x), and diadic operators, such as power of(xy), min(x.y), max(xy).

although this is an approximation as the result is not a trapezoidal fuzzy
number. Note that the algorithm shown in Figure 7 is also included to provide
efficient calculation of fuzzy decibel quantities.

It can also be demonstrated that the addition or multiplication of fuzzy
numbers is commutative and associative; however, their inverse is not symmetric,
is. A (+) A- is not equal to zero and A (e) A` is not equal to 1. In general.

gieat care should be exercise when coding an algorithm. For instance, consider

the case of parallal addition, which can be coded using one of tvo mathematically
identical expressions:

W What is shown here is the multiplication of two positive fuzzy numbers.

The case of negative numbers is more complex and is not treated here.
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Figure 9. Addition and multiplication of two fuzzy numbers.
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C aAB - 1 = A1 B (6)

but one of which will tend to exaggerate the fuzziness of the result in the cases

of a negligible quantity with large interval of confidence. For instance, if we

take A- 10 and B- 1000, with an error of 1% and 20% respactively:

A - (9.9,9.95,10.05,10.1)
B - (800,900,1100,1200)

the expression C -: A*B/(A+B) yields to:

C - (6.5,8.1,12.1.15.0)

which shows a rather large interval of confidence, while the better expression
C -: 1/ (1/A + i/B) gives:

C - (9.78.9.84.9.96,10.02)

which is more accurate (in particular, the result is smaller that the smallest
of A and B. as expected).

The example below uses fuzzy arithmetic to estimate some time domain
parameters, such as the rise time, pulse width and peak amplitude, from
parameters obtained from the frequency domain representation, in this case, the
peak magnitude and the two cut-off frequencies ((- a and 0). The exact
analytical solution is hard to obtain, however a good approximation (5%) can be
derived':

tr = 2.2 0 (7)2.8a ÷

t, 0 .7 + 1 (8 )

and if we choose a and P to have a nominal value of 44106 and 4.76-108 (the
standard nuclear EMP waveform) and an error of 10 and 50% respectively:

Alpha- (3.6e6,3.8e6,4.2e6,4.4e6)
Beta- (2.4e8,3.6e8,6.0e8,7.1e8)

These equations are a little more complex than those given in [17], but
their accuracy remains good as a and P get closer to each other, ie. it Is

not assumed that P>>a.
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and we can use simple Prolog expressions to calculate the rise time and pulse

width:

Tr -: error( 2.2/ (Beta + 2.8*Alpha), 5
Tw error( 0.7/Alpha + l/(Beta-0.4*Alpha), 5 )

where the error predicate assigns an error of 5% to the expression. These fuzzy

expressions yield to:

Tr- (2.9e-9,3.5e-9,6.le-9,9.3e-9)

Tw- (l.5a-7,l.6e-.7,l.9e-7,2.le-7)

which shows that the estimation of the rise time is quite inaccurate (due to the

large uncertainty of P) and that the estimation of the pulse width is relatively

accurate (mostly due to the inaccuracy of a, but little effect of the large error
of 0). These fuzzy quantities can be converted back to crisp numbers with the

defuzzy predicate:

defuzzy(Tr,O.33,Trn) - Trn- 4.7 ns
defuzzy(Tw,0.66,Twn) - Twn- 186 ns

whi-h shown here % bias toward the worst case, is. faster rise time and longer

duration.

3.3 FAILURE INDEX AND SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS CALCULATIONS

Sclving an electromagnetic problem, whether with topological decomposition
or other methods, is two-fold: analysis and design. The analysis process takes
a given problem (known excitations, transfer functions, shields, etc.), comiputes
the outputs and compares them with thresholds or limits. It was discussed in
Section 2.3.2 that the frequency domain representation cannot be used directly
to compare electromagnetic quantities against thresholds. The inverse transform
could be computed to obtain a time domain response, but its calculationr is

complicated by the fact that the phase information is usually not available. The
design process takes one or more given excitations (from standards or obtained
from analysis or numerical simulations), transfer functions, partial shields and
uses the known thresholds to compute the required additional shielding. One

could compute the time domain response of the system with the method described
above, compare it with the given thresholds and add shielding to bring it below
the thresholds. A major disadvantage of this method is that the calculated

additional shielding is often overestimated as it applies to the whole frequency
band although shielding or filtering over only a portion of the band may be sufficient.
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3.3.1 Alternate Representation of Electromagnetic Attributes

A new method for both analyL.is and design calculations is presented in this

section. This method is suitable for both graphical calculations (similar to

Bode plots) and to computer implementations (using more elaborated models for

better accuracy). Electromagnetic interactions (fields and coupling

interactions) are divided into two general classes: wideband (or broadband) and

narrowband. Impulses such as EMP are wideband; damped sinusoid and the gated

sinusoid are two examples of narrowband signals. Wideband fields are defined

with the representation described in Section 3.1. An additional attribute may

be used to specify the bandwidth, vldeband in this case. Narrowband fields are

represented as a discrete quantity in the frequency domain, at the center

frequency with an amplitude corresponding to the peak value in time domain, given

in dB for consistency, along with an additional attributes to specify the

bandwidth (bw), in Her:z. Alternatively, it can be specified using the resonance

factor (Q), the damping factor (z) or the duration (T). They are all related to

each other as:

BW 1 Q. 1 1 , (9)

2z 1-z2  W.

but it should be noted that the last expression is not very accurate (±10 dB

error) and that it should not be used to compute the bandwidth. Narrowband

signals can be expressed as an extended transfer function consisting of two

elements: the center frequency and peak value (or a transfer function as

discussed below) and a list of attributes. For instance, a pulse CW signal of

1 kV at 500 MHz and of 1 psec duration can be represented as:

( (500,60) , (bw-2.6,t-le-6) )

where the bandwidth1 is estimated from the known Fourier transform of the

signal. The following Prolog statement can be used to extract any of the

components of the transfer function:

XTF-( (Fc,V) , ATTR ), member(bw-BW,ATTR).

It is also possible to extend this definition for cases where the

narrowband signal covers a range of frequencies. This is simply done by

specifying a complete trinsfer function (as defined in Section 3.1) instead of

' Bandwidth must be specified in Hz, but is shown in MHz thorough this
dccument.
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the single frequency (fc,v). For instance, an HPH threat consisting of a CW
signal between 500 MHz to 50 GHz (with some derating down to 50 MHz and up to
500 GHz). of 1 psec duration and 15 kV/m amplitude can be represented as:

( [50,63.5) , (500,83.5) , (50e3,83.5) , (50003,63.5)

* bw-2.6 ] )

and the damped sinusoidal waveforms specified by the CS10 and CS11 requirements
for current injection of MIL-STD-461C (Ref. [18]) can be represented:

( [ 0.01,-16) , (0.63,20) , (10,20), (100,0) ] , [ q=15 ] )

where it should be noted that the resonance factor is specified, and therefore
the bandwidth will be dependant of the center frequency as stated in
Equation (9).

The same representatior. is also used to describe transfer functions
(shielding effectiveness). Wideband filters use the same representation defined
in Section 3.1, with the additional wideband attribute. Narrowband filters are
represented as a discrete quantity at the resonant frequency with an amplitude
co:responding to the poak magnitude (in dB), ie. the magnitude at that frequency,
along with one or more of the attributes of bandwidth, Q. z or T. Narrowband
filters may also be defined using a range of frequencies as described above.
This representation may be used for instance to describe the characteristics of
a receiver which may be tuned at different frequencies within a range.

3.3.2 Relating the Peak Val'ie with the Frequency Domain

It has already been discussed (Section 1.1.2) that electromagnetic problems
are usually worked out in frequency domain. It has been also discussed that
thresholds for upset or damage are usually a function of a time domain paldmeter,
such as peak value, power, energy and/or duration (Section 2.3.2). This section
describes a simple algorithm to relate some time domain parameters with the
frequency domain spectrum (only the amplitude is required).

With the representation defined in the previous section, the peak value in
time domain of narrowband signals is stored and obtained directly and it will be
shown, in Section 3.3.4 how it is propagated. To obtain the peak value of a
wideband signal, its transform is multiplied by w, and it can be proven that the
maximum of the function IH(w)I-w is a very good approximation of the peak value
of the signal in time domain. Conversely. any wideband function whose product

IH(0)1-w does not exceed a threshold Uth, specified in time domain units such as
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volt, amp, etc., will not exceed that threshold in time domain. Alternatively.

the function jH(u) I could be checked against the function pth/w. The threshold

need not be a constant, but may vary with frequency. For instance, the

susceptibility threshold (for upset) of various logic families may be modelled

(Section 2.3.2 of Ref. (151) as a constant up to a given frequency, related to

the bandwidth of the family, (0.4 V and 32 11Hz for standard TTL family), and be

increased with frequency (with a slope of 20 d.B/decade) for up to 60 dB, as shown

in Figure 10.

To prove the relation between the peak value in time domain and the

IH(w)I.w functior, consider the simple double exponential waveform, which is well

representative o. wideband signals. Its spectrum is given by:

H(s)" A 1I7.1 -l _ 1 -A(0-a) (10)

and its magnitude given by:

IH( )I - A (P-a) (11)V((-+d2) ((J+02)

and, by taking the derivative of IH(N)I.w, we can find its maximum, which occurs

at w-Va and given by:

max( H(w)I-w) A- (a-a) (12)

This relation is also shown in Figure 11 as the error (in dB) in estimating
the peak value in time domain versus the ratio P/e. The agresment is quite good

as the error is less than 1 dB for »>>a and still good (error less than 3 dB) for
amp.

The same development can be made, either analytically or numerically, for

other functions H(s). It can be generalized that the acct'racy of the above

apprcximation depends mostly on the ratio of the two cutoff frequencies
delimiting the top portion of the IH(w)lw function (delimiting the left and

right portions, as discussed below), as given by Figure 11. In particular, it
can be shown that a steeper slope (more than +20 dB/decade) on the left portion

of IH(w)lw (corresponding to a positive slope of H(w) for w<a) as the result of

one or more zeros and/or poles at w<a, will affuct mostly the late portion of the

signal, causing what is often called the droop effect, but will not affect the
peak value or rise time significantly. The same can also be said for slope less

than +20 dB/decade on the left portion, where at the limit, a slope of 0 would
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make it impossible to distinguish the left portion from the top portion.
ConsiJer for instance the function H(w)-l/s, corresponding to the unit step
function u(t). Its product IH(w)I-w can still be related to the amplitude of
h(t). Of course, estimation about the duration or fall time should be taken very
cautiously; either assume infinite duration as for u(t), or presume not enough
is known about the lower frequencies. Similarly, a steeper slope on the ight
portion of JH(w)I w as the result of poles at w>f will mostly alter the sha a of
the rising portion of the signal, but wili not affect the peak value and duration
significantly. Also, for the pole at A missing where it is not possible to
distinguish the right portion from the top portion, the product still gives a
good estimation of the peak value and duration, but it can only be assumed that
the rise time is smaller than the reciprocal of the highest frequency. The fuzzy
arithmetic concepts introduced in Section 3.2.2 may be used to deal with these
uncertainties.

To illustrate the use of this method, consider the following transfer
function with 5 poles and 2 zeros

H(s) s- - 1 . 1 . 1 s1 (13)

which is shown in Figure 12 (top, dotted curve), along with the IH(w) I• product.

The corresponding time domain function h(t) is shown for reference in Figure 12

(bottom). The error between the peak value of h(t) and the maximum of the

IH(w)I.c product (8.7 and 10 respectively') is about 1.2 dB.

Furthermore, the IH(o)I.• product identifies the portion of the spectrum
which contributes the most to the time domain function and can be used to find
the two cutoff frequencies a and P (the -o iB points below and above the
frequenc) of the maximum). Equations (7) and (8) can then be used (very
cautiously) to estimate the rise time and width of the pulse. In the above
example, the measured tr and tw aro 1.3 and 10 me respectively, while the
estimated values (for a-130 and P-1270 rad/sec, as shown in Figure 12) are 1.35
and 6 ms respectively. The agreement for t, is quite good, while the error in
t, (-4 dB) as expected due to the presence of the nearby zero which boosts the
lower frequencies, thereby increasing the duration.

This method is not only effective in obtaining useful parameters from the
frequency spectrum, but it can also be used to calculate the minimum additional
shielding required to meet a given threshold (Pth). By working with the IH(W)I.•

1 Units are not shown for this generic problem, but could be V or V/m in

time domain and V/Hz or V/m/Hz in frequency domain.
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curve (in dB), the additional shielding is then found with the very simple

expression:

max(O, I H(W w" - Ikh) (14)

an shown in Figure 12 (top) where the shaded area corresponds to the required

additional shielding for a threshold pth-l. Figure 12 (bottom) also shows the

effect of the additional shielding on h(t).

In conclusion, this method can accurately relate some time domain

parameters (peak value, rise time. duration, etc.) with the magnitude of the

spectrum. However, it is based on approximation and it has been proven valid for

some types (shapes) of spectrum only and if used with other types of spectrum,

those results should be questioned or verified by other methods. In summary:

For wideband and marginally wideband signals (ie. non-reson&ting),

the peak value in time domain can be obtained by taking the maximum

of the IH(w)I.' product, provided that a top (flat) portion of the
curve may be identified. Estimation of time domain parameters is

even better for curves fitting underneath a trapezoid whose sides
are steeper than *20 dB/decade. The two cutoff frequencies (-3 dB

points) of the top portion, if they can be identified, define the

two poles a and P which are the main contributors of the duration

and rise time of the pulse respectively. This method is NOT valid

if the signal is narrowband, or becomes narrowband as a result of

filterin& or propagation through a transfer function.

It is still possible to get good results if a signal does not fully meet

these guidelines, but results should be checked carefully.

3.3.3 Relating Power and Energy with the Frequency Domain

The method presented above is adequate when comparing against a threshold

given in volts or amperes (which may be function of frequency), such as to

determine the upset level of a component or system. However, device failure

(burnout) is often the result of an overheating within a very small area,

typically in the surrounding of the junction area of semiconductors. Not

surprisingly, many theoretical and experimental st'idies (Refs. [20] [21] [22])
have shown a relation between the damage threshold of semiconductors and the

power or energy of the pulse. Kalma (Ref. [20]) has shown that the failure level

Pf can be related to the pulse width (T) as:
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P0 A , + C (15)

where the term in T-1 corresponds to the adiabatic heating regime where the

failure threshold is related to the total energy, the term in T` corresponds to
the quasi-adiabatic regime and the last term corresponds to the steady-state

regime. Many authors (Refs. (21] (22]) consider only the second term as it often

gives a good model for a wide range of pulse width, using:

p A or Pf - A-T1- (16)

Pf may also be expressed in term of resistance (R) and voltage (Vf) or

current (If). It has been shown in Section 3.3.2 that the IH(w)I.a curve can be
used to obtain an estimation of the pulse width as T w 0.7/a. By considering

Equation (15) as three distinct regions, it may be written as 1 :

which now relates the voltage (or current) threshold with the cutoff frequency

a (a-2%f.). A signal will meet the threshold criteria Vf if its a point lies
underneath this curve. Since this point also delimitates the left of the top

portion cf the IH(w)I-w curve and that Vf has zero or positive slope, the whole
curve has to lie underneath the Vf threshold curve; therefore, the expression of

the threrhold Vf above may be plotted directly against frequency.

To illustrate this, experimental data from [22) is used to model the damage

susceptibility of TTL logic family. Measurements were made with pulse width
between 0.1 and 10 us and the Pf - AT-9 model was used. The steady-state term

was estimated from data sheets. The resulting Vf threshold curve for both input

and output device terminals is shown in Figure 13 (top). The measurements were
not fast enough to estimate the adiabatic term; its approximate location is

shown as a dotted line. The same curve, versus frequency, is shown on the

bottom, along with three sample signals, just meeting the threshold criteria (the

last one assuming an Adiabatic term, in dotted line).

i The coefficients 1.1 and 1.2 could be ignored, introducing a small error

of less than 0.8 dB for most frequencies, or 1.6 dB at the higher
frequencies.
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3.3.4 Propagation of Electromagnetic Attributes

As discussed above, fields and coupling interactions are categorized as
either wideband or narrowband, yieldtng to four different types of interactions:

Field Couplina Result

wideband wideband wideband

wideband narrowband narrowband
narrowband wideband narrowband
narrowband narrowband narrowband

a) Wideband-wideband interactions: When both the field E(f) and the
transfer function H(f) are wideband, the result R(f) is also wideband, and we
simply add (or subtract)' the two functions together (when quantities are given
in dB). When a graphical solution is desired, the product IH(o)l.w may be used
and propagated through wideband transfer functions, allowing one to read the peak
value and identify the frequency ranges of most susceptibilities at all steps.

b) Wideband-narrowband interactions: A wideband field E(f) propagated
through a narrowband transfer function (of amplitude H(f,) and bandwidth bwh)

yields to a narrowband signal of amplitude 2xfrE(fr)+H(fr) of bandwidth bwh. It
can be shown that this estimation of the peak value is accurate to 03 dB in most
cases, with a slightly higher erzor (± 6 dB) for cases where the spectrum cf the
field has a pronounced slope at f, or when it is onl, marginally wideband (ie
the two predominant poles are close together).

c) Narrowband-wideband interactiona: A narrowband field of amplitude

E(f,) and bandwidth E• is propagated through a wideband transfer function H(f)
by considering H(f) discrete at f,. yielding a signal of amplitude E(fr)+H(fr)
and bandwidth EW. As in the case above, the error is quite small, but tend to
grow as the slope of H(f) at f, increases. However, the larger error at steeper
slopes is usually not significant as the magnitude of H(f) in :hese areas is also
much lower. This type of uncertainty can be easily accounted fo, by the use of
confidence factors or fuzzy arithmetic described in Section 3.2.

d) Nargowband-narrowband interactions: Three different algorithms are

required to model the propagation of a narrowband field E(f,.) of bandwidth bw.
through a narrowband transfer function H(f.h) of bandwidth bwh, depending on the

i The electromagnetic attributes are all stored in dB as defined in sections
3.1 and 3.3.1; therefore, all additions of field quantities in this
section represent the multiplication of two transfer functions.
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relation between f4, and frh: they may be in-band, off-band or out-of-band). For
fre-frh (in-band), the result is a narrowband signal whose amplitude is given by:

(E(f,) +H(fr)) • in(bwh/bw,.1) (18)

and with a bandwidth bw,- min(bw,.bwh). For fr.frh (off-band or marginally in-
band) the bandwidth of the result, bwr, is calculated as the overlap of the two
functions E(f) and H(f), which is necessarily smaller than min(bw.,bWh), and the
resonant frequency of the result, frr, is typically the resonant frequency of the
narrowest of E(f) or H(f) or somewhat near the middle of the overlap if they are
of comparable bandwidth. A very simple algorithm, assuming rectangular
distribution of E(f) and H(f) around their respective resonant frequency of given
bandwidth and resonant frequency, or a more sophisticated expressions, using
trapezoidal or gaussian curves, can be used to calculate bw,. The amplitude of
the result is given by:

(E(fr)÷H(fr)) - bwr/bw, (19)

For f,.Ofrh (out-of-band), the result can still be significant. In order
to estimate its value, it is necessary to know more about E(f) and H(f) outside
their resonance region. The formulation used to describe narrowband signals
could be refined, by using additional attributes, to specify the slope of the
spectrum on both sides of fr. For instance, the spectrum of a damped sinusoid
has a slope of 0 on the left side of fr and of -12 dB/octave on the right side.
The result can be 4stimated as the largest of E(fr.)+H(fr.) (of bandwidth bw,) and
E(frh)+H(fzh) (of bandwidth bwy). In some cases, both expressions yield to
results of comparable magnitude; where one could keep them both for further
calculations.

As with the wideband interactions, it is also possible that E(f) and/or
H(.A) are specified over a range of frequencies. In that case, it is reasonable
to assume the worst case. ie. that E(f) and H(f) are in-band and that the first
algorithm as given in Equation (18) is used.
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4.0 CONCLUSION

It has been have found in this study that HardSys/HardDraw may be a very

valuable engineering tool to assist in the design of electromagnetic protection

of electronics. Some deficiencies were identified and enhancements proposed to

overcome them.

HardSys/HardDraw performs electromagnetic interactions analysis by using

topological decomposition. HardDraw performs all the user interactions and

includes a drawing tool to create or edit the electromagnetic topology. It is

a major piece of work and a very good implementation of what a user-friendly

interface should be. The primary negative comment about HardDraw is that it is

written mostly in PostScript and based on a non-commercial platform, making it

very difficult to modify or even to adapt to newer releases of the operating

system. HardSys/HardDraw could also be greatly improved by adding some hardcopy

capability.

HardSya is the advisor part of the expert system. It is knowledge-based.

that is it contains a database of models and properties for various types of

electromagnetic interactions. Problems are solved by using topology
decomposition. HardSys takes into account the characteristics of electromagnetic

emissions, the shielding effectiveness and the susceptibility of components to

calculate the likelihood of failure of the system.

HardSys describes the electromagnetic quantities (ambient field, shielding
effectiveness and system susceptibility) by using qualitative words associated

with discrete levels. This formulation is inadequate for the calculation of

electromagnetic attributes, unless a very large error margin can be tolerat d.

resulting in a significant overdesign. It is also inadequate for the estimation
of significant time domain parameters, such as peak value, rise time and
duration.

An alternate definition of broadband and narrowband electromagnetic
quantities was introduced, along with a set of algorithms (rules) to calculate

their propagation. A new method for estimating significant time domain

characteristics, such as peak value, rise time and duration, directly from the

frequency domain was presented. This method can be applied for the calculation
of failure index and shielding effectiveness. It is also suitable for the

calculation of the optimal additional shielding required to protect components

against upset or damage, based on threshold criteria defined in terms of voltage,

current, power, energy or duration.
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APPENDIX A

Prolog Implementation of Electromagnstic Attributes

prolog-flag(characterescapes,_,on).

% tf evaluate( tf, tf res*duel, freq, tf_resultat )
% Interpolate a tf at a given frequency%
% Arguments: tf transfert function, see below
% tf-resultat - (f/log(f),v;cf)
% freq frequency as f or (f/log(f))
% tf_residuel
% used for optimisation%
Z Notes: Logarythmique interpolation is done, ie. F-axis is io. and
% V-axis is linear in dB.
I

% (tf) transfert functions:
% List (ordered in f) whose elements describe a Bode plot.
% Each element takes the form (f.v:cf) where f is the frequency,
% v is the magnitude in dB and cf is a confidence factor [0..l
% cf is optional and is 1 by default. f may also be given as
% f/log(f) which speeds up the computation.
%

% Function v or (v;cf) defines a constant.
%%%%

tfloglO(O.-lO0) :- %. % Take care of f-0 (DC)
tfiloglO(X,Y) :- loglO(X.Y).

tf_evaluato( TF, TFR, FRQ, (F/FLVI;CFI)) -

nonvar(TF),

TF -CEl TFT]T-[E21_], % Expand 2 first elements( -ER1 (RIV1;CFl) El FI(RQ1,V1),CFI-1
E2-(FRQ2,V2;CF2) ; E2-( FQ2,V2),CF2-l )
FRQl-Fl/FL1 -> true ; F1-FRQl ).
FRQ2-F2/FL2 -> true ; F2 FRQ2 ),

(FRQ-(F/FL) -> true ; F-FRQ, tf_loglO(F,FL) ),

( Fl -- F2 ->
format('-N! Error in tf_evaluate\c

-n1 Skipping duplicate frequency -f'.Fl),
tf-evaluate( TF,TFR,(F/FL),(F/FL,VI;CFI))

; Fl > F2 ->
format('-N! Fatal error in tfevaluate\c

-n1 Frequency list out of order-n! Ezecution aborted'._),fail

SF -- F-> % F-Fl
VI- Vl, CFI- CFI

SF -- F2 -> % F-F2
VI- V2, CFI- CF2
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*F < Fl -> % Extratolation at beginning
( nonvar(FL1) ; tf loflO(Fl.,FLl), tfjloglO(F2.F 2) )
Ft is ( .Fl) /(FLO-F i),

V is(V2-Vl )*Ft + Vi, % Extrapolate segment @Fl-F2
CFI is C71 * F/Fl % Compute CF

F F> F2. TFTL-l -> % Extrapolation at end
( nonvar(FI ;>tf loflO(Fl,FL1), tf..ioglO(F2 ,F 2))
Ft is (FL-Fl~l)/(FLf-F i),
VI is (V2-VlI*Ft + Vi, % Extrapolate segment @Fl-F2
CFI is CF2 * FP2/F % Compute CF

*F < F2 -> % Inte rtolate segment @Fl-F2

Ft is (FL-FI-l )/(FLf-F i),
VI is (V2-V ) *Ft + Vi,
CFI is (CF2-CFi)*Ft + CFi

%*I els
tf_evaluate(TF7.TFR,(F/FL),(F/FL,VI;CFI))

(nonvar(TFR) ; TF-TFR ). 1.

tf_evaiuate( TF, TF, FRQ, (F/FLtVI;CFI) % TF-constant
n onvar(TF),

TF-(VI;CFI) ->true ;VI-TF, CFI-l )
FRQ-m(F/FL) ->true ;F-FRQ, tfjlogiO(F.FL) ), I.

tf_evaiuate(TF......,j
var(TF), 1,
format('-N! Fatal error in tf..evaluat a c

fi. -n! 1st argument must be insta~ntiated' ,_,

tf_evaluate(C..-,-, :-
format('-N! atal unknown error in tf_evaluate" ,.).

% tf-logf( TFl, TF2
% Compute loglO of frequency if necessary

% Arguments: TF1 as I (F,V;CF), . .. I (CF optional)
% TF2 as F/log(F),V:C)..]

tf_iogf(( ElITl], ((Fl/FL1,Vl;CF1) T2]

FRQi-Fl/FLl -> true ; Fi-FRQi, tf_ioglO(Fl.FL1) )
tf-ogf(Tl ,T2).

tf-logf( K, (V,CF))
K-(V,CF) number(K), V-K, CF-i.

tf_ ogf( [,H)
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% tf...xeq( (vl:cfl), (v2;c:f2). (v3;cf3), xeq)
% InPernal routinA

% Ai~amerts: xeq-(xeq-v,xeq..cf) functions to compute v3 and cf3
% -(cf op) usw cf/4 (see cf.pl)
% -xeq single function working with (v; cf) notation

tf...xeq (mVl;CF1), C ;CF2), (V3;CF3), XEQ)
atom(XEQ) -> % fct working with (v;cf)

XQ -. . [XEQ,(Vl :CFl) ,(V2;CF2) ,(V3;CF3)J,
call(XQ);

'EQ-(cf,OP)->1Uec/
cf(OP, (Vl;CFl) ,(V2;CF2) ,(V3;CF3)) %Uec/

1* else */ % 2 fcts for v and c~f
XEQ-(XEQV,XEQCF),
XQV, in.XEQV VlV2 V3]. CaiLl(XQV).
XQC in.[XEQCF,CF1,CF2,CF3]. call(XQC).

% tf...propagate( tfl, tf2, tf3, (xec-v~xeq...cf))

% Arguments: Result tf3 is function of tfl and tf2
% xeq-v & xec-cf, calls to evaluate V and CF (see tf-xeq)

% Notes: tf3 isa computed for every frequencies of tfl and tf2
% tfl and/or tf2 may be constants (CW must be specified)

% tf.~.xpropagate/4 -- Initialisation

tf..xpropagate( TFl, TF2. (V3;CF3). XEQ % tfl & tf2 constants
(TFl-(Vl:CFl) number (T7l), Vl-TFl, cF1-l )
( F2(V;Cf2) number(TF2), V2-TF2, CF2-l ,I

tf..xeq((Vl:CFl) ,(V2;CF2).(V3;CF3),XEQ).

tf-xprofagate( TFl. TF2, TF3, XEQV) :- % tf2 const-.nt
( -inV2; CF2) ; number(TF2), V2-TF2, CF2-l ), !

ifi- ogf(TFl,TFLl),
tf..xpropagate( TFLl, TFL1, [], (V2;CF2), TF3, XEQ )

tf...xpropagate( TFl, TF2, TF3, XEQ ) :- tfl constant
( TF1-(Vl;CF1) ;numbe'r(TFl), Vl-TFl. CFl-l ,!
tf -ogf (TF2.TFL2),
tf...xpropagate( (]: (VlCFl), TFL2, TFL2, TF3, XE7Q

tf...xpropagate( TFl, TF2, TF3, XEQ ) :- tfl & tf2 standard
tfj ovf'TFl.TFL1), tf loff(TF2,'TFL2).
t~.&.xpropagate( TFL1. TFL . TFL2. TFL2, TF3, XEQ )

x tf-...propagate/b - Serious work begins here ...

tf...xpropagate( (]. - ], -i' - ) - ) :- . % Fin

tf-.xpropagate( [(Fl/FLl,Vl 'CF1)ITFITJ, TFIR, [(F2/-,V2;CF2)ITF2T], MFR,
TF3, XEQ)

Fl -- F2, 1,
tf xeq((vi ;CFl),(V2;CF2) (V5;CF5),XEQ).
TFS -((Fl/FL1,V5;CF5) ITF3T J.
tf-x.propagate( TF1T, TFlR, TF'2T, MFR, TF3T, XEQ )
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tf-xpropalgate( [(F1/FL1,Vl;CF1) ITFiT]. MFR, TF2, MFR,
TF3. XEQ)

CTF2 : H
TF2 - (F2/_...,..2 nonvar(Fl), nionvar(F2), Fl < F2),I

tf_evaluate(TF2R,TF2R2,(Fl/FL1),(F1/FL1,V2;CF2)),
tf~xeq(1:F (V2;CF2) (V5:CF5) ,XEQ).
TF5 !-[(F1l:/rLl,'V5;CF5) I TF3T ],
tf...xpropagate( TFlT, MFR, TF2, TF2R2. TF3T, XEQ )

tf~xpropagate( TF1, TF1R, ((F2/FL2.V2;CF2) ITF2TJ. MFR,

TF1 ~ TF3, XEQ ) :

TF n.onvar(F1). nonvar(F2), Fl > F2)..
tf~oaluae( lR.TlR,(F2/FL2) (F2/FL2,Vl;CFl)),

tf xeq((Vl;CF1),(V2ZCFZ) (V5CFi) .XEQ),
TF'S - I (F2/FL2.V5;CF5) I 'CF3T 1,
tf.xpropagate( TFl, TFI&R2. TF2T, MFR. TF3T, XEQ )
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APPENDIX B

Prolog Implamentation of Confidence Factors Arithmetic

% Equivalence:
% CF- 1 .9 .8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0
% Err(dB)- 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60-

% 3 UT
% P- 1-CF E -60 UF E -l1 E 1l00(E -1)
% r(dB) r r(%) r

current...op(P,xfx~is), op( P xfx,is...cf). % R is expressiona
current...op(P.yfx,+) op( P:Yfx.46).% add, in dB

Op (P. yfx.:+//) % parallel add, in d.B
currant...ppP,yfx,*) op(p Pyfx,*1a). % multiply, in dB
current_..o ( ,yfx./) op(P, Yfxc,/@) % divide, in dP.

is-cf((V:CF),(V;CF)) :- .
is-ce((V;l),V) number(V), 1.

is-cf(R,CTerm) % Expression parser
AlR is-cf Al, A:2R _cfA2
CTerm2-.. fcf,0p,A'.R.A2R,R].
(call(CTerm2)->trua'.

ef(+, (Vl;CF1), (V2;CF2), (Vr;CFr) % - Add
* Vr is Vl+V2,

(Vi>V2 ->
(Vl>l0*V2 -> CFr-CFl

* K is 0.5 * V2/Vl,
CFr is max(K*(CF2-CFl)+CFl,0)

CV2>l0*Vl -> CFr=CF2
* K is 0.5 * V1/V2,
CFr is max(K*(CFl-CF2)+CF2,0)

cf(-a (Vl:CF1). (V2;CF2), (Vr:CFr) % Add, in dB

(V1>V2 ->
(Vl-V2>20 -> CFr-CFl

K is 0.5 - 0.0225*(Vl-V2).
CFr is max(K*(CF2-CFl)+CFl,0))

(V2-Vl>20 -> CFr-CF2
K is 0.5 - 0.0225*(V2-Vl),
CFr is max(K*(CFl-CF2)+CF2,0) )

cf(+//@, (Vl; CFl), (V2;CF2), Vr:CFr) % - Parallel add, in dB
cf(+@, (-Vl;CF1), (-V2:CF2), (Vt;CFr) )
Vr is -Vt.

cf(*. (Vl:CFl). (V2;CF2). /(Vr;CFr) % - Multiply
Vr is Vl*V2.
CUr is max(CFl+CF2-l,0).
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cf(*@, (Vl;CFl). (V2;CF2). (Vr;CFr) % Multiply, in dB
Vr is Vl+V2. % dB~mul(Vl,V2,Vr)
CFr is max(CFl+CF2-l.O).

cf(/. (Vl;CF1), (V2:CF2), (Vr;CFr) % Divide
Vr is Vl/V2.
CFr is tnax(CFl+CF2-lO).

cf(/@. (Vl;CFl), (V2;CF2), (Vr.CFr) % Divide, in dB
yr is Vl-V2, % dB~div(Vl,V2,Vr)
CFr is max(CFl+CF2-l.O).
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APPENDIX C

Prolog Implementation of Fuzzy Logic

% Reference: Introduction to fuzzy arithmetic, Kaufmann & Gupta
%
% Notes: Trapezoidal definition is used, as (ala2,a3,a4)%
% Definicion of some operators is not exact (see Kaufmann).%
% Syntax: Use in-fix notation (eg. R -: 10 * (3,4.5,6))lx%%

current-op(Pxfxis), op(P.xfx,-:). % assign
currentop(.._,mod), op(P,xfy,**). % power of

-:((Al,A2,A3,A4),(Al,A2,A3,A4)) :- 1. % fuzzy number: trapezoidal
-:((A,A,A.A),A) :- number(A), 1. X scalar, convert to fuzzy

-:(R,CTerm) :- % Monadic operators
CTerm -.. (Op,Al],
AiR -: Al.
CTerm2-.. [fuzzy,OpAlR,R],.
(call(CTerm2)->true). % Cut - one answer only

-:(R,CTerm) :- % Diadic operators
CTerm -.. (Op,Al,A2],
AlR -: Al, A2R -: A2,
CTerm2-.. [fuzzy.OpAlR,A2R,R],
(aall(CTerm2)->true). % Cut - one answer only

xx%
% fuzzy/3 Call for monadic operators
%
% Notes: Operators such as sqrt, exp, log & loglO are implemented with
% the catch all entry.xxi

fuzzy(-,(A.1,A2,A3,AA).(Rl.R2,R3,R4)) :- % Negation
is -A4, R2 ij -A3, R3 is -A2, R4 is -Al.

fuzzy(OP,A,R) :- % catch-all
A- (Al,A2.A3.A4). AL- [AlA2,A3,A4],
R- (RR2,R3,R4), RL- [Rl.R2.R3,R4],
math_list(OP,AL,RL).

xxx%
% fuzzy/4 Call for diadic operators%%%%

fumzy(+, (MlA2,A3,A4), (Bl,B2,B3,B4), % Addition(Rl,R2,R3,R4)) :-
R1 is Al+Bl. R2 is A2+B2. R3 is A3+B3, R4 is A4+B4.

fuzzy(-, (Al,A2,A3,A4), (Bl,B2,B3,B4), % Subtraction
(Rl,R2,R3,R4) "-

R1 is Al-B4, R? is A2-B3. R3 is A3-B2, R4 is A&-Bl.
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fuzzy(*. (Al,A2,A3,A4). (Bl,B2,B3,B4), % Multiplication

Al >- 0, El >- 0,
Ri in Al*El. R2 is A2*B2, R3 in A3*B3, R4 is A4*B4.

fuzzy(/. (Al.A2.At3,A4), (Bl,B2,33,B4), % Division
(Rl,R2,R3,R4))

Al >- 0. El >- 0,
Rl is Al/B4, R2 is A2/B3, R3 is A3/B2, R4 is A4/Bl.

fuzzy(**, (Al,A2,A3,A4), (Bl,B2,B3,B4), (Rl,R2,R3.R4)) :- % power of
pow(AlBl,Rl), pow(A2,B2,R2), pow(A3,B3,R3). pov(A4,B4,R4).

fuzzy(min. (Al.A2,A3.A4), (Bl,E2,B3.B4), (Rl,R2,R3,R4)) :- % minimum
min(AIEl.Rl), nrits(A2,B2,R2). min(A3,B3.R3). min(A4,B4,R4).

fuzzy(max, (AlA2,A3,A4), (Bl,B2,B3,B4). (Rl,R2,R3.R4)) :- maximum
max(Al,Bl,Rl), max(A2,B2,R2), max(A3,B3,R3). max(A4,B4,R4).

fuzzy(OP,A,B.R) :-X catch-all
A- (Al.A2,A3,A4), AL- AA2.A3 A4]
B- (BlB2,B3,B4) EBL,- [BllB2,B3,341
R- (Rl,R2,R3,R4) RL- (Rl,R2,R3,R4J
mathjlist(OP,AL.BL,RL).

% fuzzy(error, Add an error (an per-cent) to a fuzzy number

fuzzy(error, (Al,A2,A3.A4). (E.E.EE).
(Rl.R2,R3 .R4)-) :-

E200 is E/200, E100 is 2*E200, % E/100 & E/200
Rl is Al* ( -ElOO. R2 is A2* ( -E200) % trape:. (-10% -5% +5% +10%)
R3 is A3* C1+E200), R4 is A4* ( +ElOO)
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